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UM LECTURE EXAMINES ‘FOODSHEDS’
MISSOULA-
University of Wisconsin Professor Jack Kloppenburg will discuss his ideas for 
alternatives to the “corporate-dominated, global food system” in a lecture at The University of 
Montana at 7 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 9, in the North Underground Lecture Hall. The lecture is 
free and open to the public.
In a widely cited 1996 article “Coming in to the Foodshed,” Kloppenburg outlined a 
food system similar to the idea of a watershed. His “ foodshed” takes advantage of the 
geographic sources from which food flows to particular points of consumption. He envisions 
the emergence of foodsheds founded on sustainable, self-reliant, local food creation, the 
strength of community institutions and direct democratic participation in the local food 
economy.
With the Wisconsin Foodshed Research Project, Kloppenburg is raising awareness of 
the policy issues that arise from the way we eat and is stimulating action to bring the way we 
eat into better alignment with long-term sustainability of the communities in which we live. His 
major efforts include organizing an annual “Food For Thought” festival and spearheading an 
effort to get local food served in Madison-area public schools.
Kloppenburg also is well known for his analysis of the social impacts of biotechnology
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and for his work on the global controversy over access to and control over genetic resources. 
He is the author of “First the Seed: The Political Economy of Plant Biotechnology, 1492- 
2000 . ”
The lecture is sponsored by the UM Environmental Studies Program with support from 
the UM Visiting Scholars Program. For more information, call Neva Hassanein at 243-6271 or 
e-mail neva@selway.umt.edu.
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